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1. Introduction
The well-known Gru¨ss integral inequality 1 can be stated as follows see 2, page 296:
∣
∣
∣
∣
1
b − a
∫b
a
fxgxdx −
(
1
b − a
∫b
a
fxdx
)(
1
b − a
∫b
a
gxdx
)∣
∣
∣
∣
≤ 1
4
P − pQ − q, 1.1
provided that f and g are two integrable functions on a, b such that p ≤ fx ≤ P , q ≤ gx ≤
Q, for all x ∈ a, b, where p, P, q, Q are real constants.
Many generalizations, extensions, and variants of this inequality 1.1 have appeared
in the literature, see 1–8 and the references given therein. The main purpose of the present
paper is to establish several multivariate Gru¨ss integral inequalities. Our results provide a new
estimates on such type of inequalities.
2. Main results
In what follows, R denotes the set of real numbers, Rn the n-dimensional Euclidean space. Let
D  {x1, . . . , xn : ai ≤ xi ≤ bi i  1, . . . , n}. For a function ux : Rn→R, we denote the
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first-order partial derivatives by ∂ux/∂xi i  1, . . . , n and
∫
Duxdx the n-fold integral
∫b1
a1
· · · ∫bnan ux1, . . . , xndx1 · · ·dxn.
For continuous functions px, qx : D→R which are differentiable on D and wx :
D→0,∞ an integrable function such that ∫Dwxdx > 0, we use the notation
Gw, p, qn :
∫
D
wxpxqxdx −
(∫
Dwxpxdx
)(∫
Dwxqxdx
)
∫
Dwxdx
2.1
to simplify the details of presentation. Furthermore, if
∑n
i1∂h/∂xi·xi − yi/ 0, for any x, y ∈
D, we use the abbreviations
G
[
Σc,w, g, h
]
n
:
∫
D
(∫
D
(∑n
i1
(
∂fc/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
/
∑n
i1
(
∂hc/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
))
wydy
)
gxhxwxdx
∫
Dwydy
−
∫
D
(∫
D
(∑n
i1
(
∂fc/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
/
∑n
i1
(
∂hc/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
))
wyhydy
)
gxwxdx
∫
Dwydy
,
G
[
Σd,w, f, h
]
n
:
∫
D
(∫
D
(∑n
i1
(
∂gd/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
/
∑n
i1
(
∂hd/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
))
wydy
)
fxhxwxdx
∫
Dwydy
−
∫
D
(∫
D
(∑n
i1
(
∂gd/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
/
∑n
i1
(
∂hd/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
))
wyhydy
)
fxwxdx
∫
Dwydy
.
2.2
It is clear that if
∑n
i1
(
∂fc/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
∑n
i1
(
∂hc/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
) 
∑n
i1
(
∂gd/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
∑n
i1
(
∂hd/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)  1, 2.3
then GΣc,w, g, hn  Gw, g, hn and GΣd,w, f, hn  Gw, f, hn.
Our main results are established in the following theorems.
Theorem 2.1. Let f, g, h : Rn → R be continuous functions on D. If f, g are differentiable on
the interior of D and wx : D → 0,∞ an integrable function such that ∫Dwxdx > 0. If∑n
i1∂h/∂xi·xi − yi/ 0, for every x ∈ D, then
∣
∣Gw, f, gn
∣
∣ ≤ 1
2
{∣
∣G
[
Σc,w, g, h
]
n
∣
∣ 	
∣
∣G
[
Σd,w, f, h
]
n
∣
∣
}
. 2.4
Proof. Let x, y ∈ D with x /y. From the n-dimensional version of the Cauchy’s mean value
theorem see 9, we have
fx − fy 
∑n
i1
(
∂fc/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
∑n
i1
(
∂hc/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
(
hx − hy),
gx − gy 
∑n
i1
(
∂gd/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
∑n
i1
(
∂hd/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
(
hx − hy),
2.5
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where c  y1 	αx1 −y1, . . . , yn 	αxn −yn and d  y1 	 βx1 −y1, . . . , yn 	 βxn −yn 0 <
α < 1, 0 < β < 1. Multiplying both sides of 2.5 by gx and fx, respectively, and adding,
we get
2fxgx − gxfy − fxgy 
∑n
i1
(
∂fc/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
∑n
i1
(
∂hc/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
(
gxhx − gxhy)
	
∑n
i1
(
∂gd/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
∑n
i1
(
∂hd/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
(
fxhx − fxhy).
2.6
Multiplying both sides of 2.6 bywy and integrating the resulting identity with respect to y
over D, we have
2
(∫
D
wydy
)
fxgx − gx
∫
D
wyfydy − fx
∫
D
wygydy

(∫
D
∑n
i1
(
∂fc/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
∑n
i1
(
∂hc/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)wydy
)
gxhx
− gx
∫
D
∑n
i1
(
∂fc/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
∑n
i1
(
∂hc/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)wyhydy
	
(∫
D
∑n
i1
(
∂gd/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
∑n
i1
(
∂hd/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)wydy
)
fxhx
−fx
∫
D
∑n
i1
(
∂gd/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
∑n
i1
(
∂hd/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)wyhydy.
2.7
Next, multiplying both sides of 2.7 bywx and integrating the resulting identity with respect
to x over D, we have
2
(∫
D
wydy
)∫
D
wxfxgxdx −
(∫
D
wxgxdx
)(∫
D
wyfydy
)
−
(∫
D
wxfxdx
)(∫
D
wygydy
)

∫
D
(∫
D
∑n
i1
(
∂fc/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
∑n
i1
(
∂hc/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)wydy
)
gxhxwxdx
−
∫
D
(∫
D
∑n
i1
(
∂fc/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
∑n
i1
(
∂hc/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)wyhydy
)
gxwxdx
	
∫
D
(∫
D
∑n
i1
(
∂gd/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
∑n
i1
(
∂hd/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)wydy
)
fxhxwxdx
−
∫
D
(∫
D
∑n
i1
(
∂gd/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
∑n
i1
(
∂hd/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)wyhydy
)
fxwxdx.
2.8
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From 2.8, it is easy to observe that
∣
∣Gw, f, gn
∣
∣ ≤ 1
2
{∣
∣G
[
Σc,w, g, h
]
n
∣
∣ 	
∣
∣G
[
Σd,w, f, h
]
n
∣
∣
}
. 2.9
The proof is complete.
Remark 2.2. When n  1, we have D  a1, b1 and
∑n
i1
(
∂fc/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
∑n
i1
(
∂hc/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
) 
f ′c
h′c
,
∑n
i1
(
∂gd/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
∑n
i1
(
∂hd/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
) 
g ′d
h′d
, 2.10
where c  y1 	αx1 −y1, 0 < α < 1, and d  y1 	βx1 −y1, 0 < β < 1. In this case, 2.4 reduces
to the following inequality which was given by Pachpatte in 8:
∣
∣Gw, f, g
∣
∣ ≤ 1
2
{∥
∥
∥
∥
f ′
h′
∥
∥
∥
∥
∞
∣
∣Gw, g, h
∣
∣ 	
∥
∥
∥
∥
g ′
h′
∥
∥
∥
∥
∞
∣
∣Gw, f, h
∣
∣
}
, 2.11
where fx, gx, hx : a, b→R are continuous on a, b and differentiable in a, b, w :
a, b→ 0,∞ is an integrable function with ∫bawxdx > 0, ‖·‖∞ is the sup norm, and
Gw, p, q :
∫b
a
wxpxqxdx −
(∫b
a wxpxdx
)(∫b
a wxqxdx
)
∫b
a wxdx
. 2.12
Remark 2.3. If
∑n
i1
(
∂fc/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
∑n
i1
(
∂hc/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
) 
∑n
i1
(
∂gd/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
∑n
i1
(
∂hd/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)  1, 2.13
we have GΣc,w, g, hn  Gw, f, gn and GΣd,w, f, hn  Gw, f, hn. In this case, 2.4
reduces to the following interesting inequality:
∣
∣Gw, f, gn
∣
∣ ≤ 1
2
{∣
∣Gw, g, hn
∣
∣ 	
∣
∣Gw, f, hn
∣
∣
}
. 2.14
Remark 2.4. If hx 
∑n
i1 xi, then 2.5 reduces to the following results, respectively,
fx − fy 
n∑
i1
∂fc
∂xi
(
xi − yi
)
, gx − gy 
n∑
i1
∂gd
∂xi
(
xi − yi
)
. 2.15
Furthermore, letting wy  1, 2.7 reduces to
∣
∣
∣
∣
fxgx − 1
2M
gx
∫
D
fydy − 1
2M
fx
∫
D
gydy
∣
∣
∣
∣
≤ 1
2M
n∑
i1
(
∣
∣gx
∣
∣
∥
∥
∥
∥
∂f
∂xi
∥
∥
∥
∥
∞
	
∣
∣fx
∣
∣
∥
∥
∥
∥
∂g
∂xi
∥
∥
∥
∥
∞
)
Eix,
2.16
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whereM  mesD :
∏n
i1bi − ai, and Eix :
∫
D|xi − yi|dy. This is precisely a new inequality
established by Pachpatte in 6. If, in addition, gx ≡ 1, then inequality 2.16 reduces to the
inequality established by Mitrinovic´ in 2, which is in turn a generalization of the well-known
Ostrowski inequality.
Theorem 2.5. Let f, g, h be as in Theorem 2.1. Then,
∣
∣Gw, f, gn
∣
∣ ≤ 1(∫
Dwydy
)2
×
∣
∣
∣
∣
∫
D
(
wxh2x
∫
D
∑n
i1
(
∂fc/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
∑n
i1
(
∂hc/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)wydy
·
∫
D
∑n
i1
(
∂gd/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
∑n
i1
(
∂hd/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)wydy
)
dx
	
∫
D
(
wx
∫
D
∑n
i1
(
∂fc/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
∑n
i1
(
∂hc/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)wyhydy
·
∫
D
∑n
i1
(
∂gd/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
∑n
i1
(
∂hd/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)wyhydy
)
dx
− 2
∫
D
(
wxhx
∫
D
∑n
i1
(
∂fc/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
∑n
i1
(
∂hc/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)wydy
·
∫
D
∑n
i1
(
∂gd/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
∑n
i1
(
∂hd/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)wyhydy
)
dx
∣
∣
∣
∣
.
2.17
Proof. Multiplying both sides of 2.5 bywy and integrate the resulting identities with respect
to y on D, we get, respectively,
(∫
D
wydy
)
fx −
∫
D
wyfydy
 hx
∫
D
∑n
i1
(
∂fc/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
∑n
i1
(
∂hc/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)wydy −
∫
D
∑n
i1
(
∂fc/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
∑n
i1
(
∂hc/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)wyhydy,
(∫
D
wydy
)
gx −
∫
D
wygydy
 hx
∫
D
∑n
i1
(
∂gd/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
∑n
i1
(
∂hd/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)wydy −
∫
D
∑n
i1
(
∂gd/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
∑n
i1
(
∂hd/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)wyhydy.
2.18
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Multiplying the left sides and right sides of 2.18, we get
(∫
D
wydy
)2
fxgx −
(∫
D
wydy
)
fx
(∫
D
wygydy
)
−
(∫
D
wydy
)
gx
(∫
D
wyfydy
)
	
(∫
D
wyfydy
)(∫
D
wygydy
)
 h2x
∫
D
∑n
i1
(
∂fc/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
∑n
i1
(
∂hc/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)wydy·
∫
D
∑n
i1
(
∂gd/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
∑n
i1
(
∂hd/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)wydy
	
∫
D
∑n
i1
(
∂fc/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
∑n
i1
(
∂hc/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)wyhydy·
∫
D
∑n
i1
(
∂gd/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
∑n
i1
(
∂hd/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)wyhydy
− hx
∫
D
∑n
i1
(
∂gd/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
∑n
i1
(
∂hd/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)wydy·
∫
D
∑n
i1
(
∂fc/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
∑n
i1
(
∂hc/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)wyhydy
− hx
∫
D
∑n
i1
(
∂fc/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
∑n
i1
(
∂hc/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)wydy·
∫
D
∑n
i1
(
∂gd/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
∑n
i1
(
∂hd/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)wyhydy.
2.19
Multiplying both sides of 2.19 by wx and integrating the resulting identity with respect to
x over D, we get
(∫
D
wydy
)2∫
D
wxfxgxdx −
(∫
D
wydy
)(∫
D
wxfxdx
)(∫
D
wygydy
)
−
(∫
D
wydy
)(∫
D
wxgxdx
)(∫
D
wyfydy
)
	
(∫
D
wxdx
)(∫
D
wyfydy
)(∫
D
wygydy
)

∫
D
(
wxh2x
∫
D
∑n
i1
(
∂fc/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
∑n
i1
(
∂hc/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)wydy·
∫
D
∑n
i1
(
∂gd/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
∑n
i1
(
∂hd/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)wydy
)
dx
	
∫
D
(
wx
∫
D
∑n
i1
(
∂fc/∂xi
)(
xi−yi
)
∑n
i1
(
∂hc/∂xi
)(
xi−yi
)wyhydy·
∫
D
∑n
i1
(
∂gd/∂xi
)(
xi−yi
)
∑n
i1
(
∂hd/∂xi
)(
xi−yi
)wyhydy
)
dx
−
∫
D
(
wxhx
∫
D
∑n
i1
(
∂gd/∂xi
)(
xi−yi
)
∑n
i1
(
∂hd/∂xi
)(
xi−yi
)wydy·
∫
D
∑n
i1
(
∂fc/∂xi
)(
xi−yi
)
∑n
i1
(
∂hc/∂xi
)(
xi−yi
)wyhydy
)
dx
−
∫
D
(
wxhx
∫
D
∑n
i1
(
∂fc/∂xi
)(
xi−yi
)
∑n
i1
(
∂hc/∂xi
)(
xi−yi
)wydy·
∫
D
∑n
i1
(
∂gd/∂xi
)(
xi−yi
)
∑n
i1
(
∂hd/∂xi
)(
xi−yi
)wyhydy
)
dx.
2.20
From 2.20, it is easy to arrive at inequality 2.17. The proof of Theorem 2.5 is completed.
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Remark 2.6. Taking n  1, we have D  a1, b1 and
∑n
i1
(
∂fc/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
∑n
i1
(
∂hc/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
) 
f ′c
h′c
,
∑n
i1
(
∂gd/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
)
∑n
i1
(
∂hd/∂xi
)(
xi − yi
) 
g ′d
h′d
, 2.21
where c  y1 	 αx1 − y1, 0 < α < 1, and d  y1 	 βx1 − y1, 0 < β < 1. In this case, 2.20
becomes the following inequality which was given by Pachpatte in 8:
∣
∣Gw, f, g
∣
∣ ≤
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∫b
a
wxh2xdx −
(∫b
a wxhxdx
)2
∫b
a wxdx
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∥
∥
∥
∥
f ′
g ′
∥
∥
∥
∥
∞
∥
∥
∥
∥
g ′
h′
∥
∥
∥
∥
∞
, 2.22
where fx, gx, hx : a, b→R are continuous on a, b and differentiable in a, b, w :
a, b→ 0,∞ is an integrable function with ∫bawxdx > 0, and
Gw, p, q :
∫b
a
wxpxqxdx −
(∫b
a wxpxdx
)(∫b
a wxqxdx
)
∫b
a wxdx
. 2.23
Remark 2.7. If hx 
∑n
i1 xi, then 2.5 becomes
fx − fy 
n∑
i1
∂fc
∂xi
(
xi − yi
)
, gx − gy 
n∑
i1
∂gd
∂xi
(
xi − yi
)
. 2.24
Multiplying the left and right sides of 2.24, we get
fxgx − fxgy − gxfy 	 fygy 
[
n∑
i1
∂fc
∂xi
(
xi − yi
)
][
n∑
i1
∂gd
∂xi
(
xi − yi
)
]
.
2.25
Integrating both sides of 2.25with respect to y onD, we have the following inequality which
was established by Pachpatte in 6:
∣
∣
∣
∣
fxgx − fx
(
1
M
∫
D
gydy
)
− gx
(
1
M
∫
D
fydy
)
	
1
M
∫
D
fygydy
∣
∣
∣
∣
≤ 1
M
∫
D
{[
n∑
i1
∥
∥
∥
∥
∂f
∂xi
∥
∥
∥
∥
∞
∣
∣xi − yi
∣
∣
][
n∑
i1
∥
∥
∥
∥
∂g
∂xi
∥
∥
∥
∥
∞
∣
∣xi − yi
∣
∣
]}
dy,
2.26
whereM  mesD 
∏n
i1bi − ai.
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